Aims and background: The study aimed to validate model-based incidence estimates by means of observed incidence rates provided by Italian cancer registries, for five major cancer sites (stomach, colon and rectum, lung, breast and prostate cancers) and for all cancers together.

Methods: Recent incidence rates observed by Italian population-based cancer registries were extracted from the data base of the Italian Association of Cancer Registries. Regional estimates of incidence rates for the same cancers were obtained by the MIAMOD method. Observed and estimated crude incidence rates and incidence trends were compared for the period of diagnosis 1985-2000. Eight Italian cancer registries and seven regions were selected for the analysis since they had incidence data available during the entire selected period.
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Introduction

The estimation of cancer incidence and prevalence carried out by the MIAMOD method is based on official mortality data and on relative survival observed by cancer registries (CRs). We applied the MIAMOD method to provide estimates of cancer incidence and prevalence at the national and regional level for the years 1970-1999 and projections up to the year 2010.

An alternative source of incidence data is given in Italy by population-based CRs. They collect very reliable observational data that, however, are subject to several limitations that prevent the possibility to provide a systematic and detailed picture of cancer burden during the considered decades. The Italian CRs cover only a subset of the national population, with a geographic distribution mainly centered in the northern regions. Not all the regions have at least one CR. Local CRs are not necessarily representative of the entire region. They cover sometimes a small population, and age- and time-specific incidence rates have wide confidence intervals. Furthermore, the period of registration differs for the various registries. Only three registries were active at the beginning of the 1980s, whereas 22 are active today with coverage of almost 20% of the Italian population.

However, data from CR are also an important benchmark for validating MIAMOD estimates, provided an appropriate strategy is designed to make the two sets of
data as comparable as possible. The aim of the study was to validate MIAMOD-based estimates with CR-observed incidence rates for the five major cancer sites (stomach, colorectal, lung, breast and prostate cancers) and for all cancers together. Since a region-by-region direct validation is not possible or might be unreliable, we first restricted the comparison to the regions with at least one local CR. We then pooled the data for all the selected regions to remove random fluctuations. Furthermore, we chose to compare incidence trends instead of single-point estimates, since a correct estimation of time trends is a key point to obtain reliable incidence projections for the next years. Therefore, estimated and observed incidence trends for the period of diagnosis 1985-2000 were calculated. The validity of MIAMOD estimates and interpretation of differences between model-based and empirical-based incidence indicators is discussed.

Material and methods

We obtained the most updated incidence rates observed by 22 Italian population-based CRs extracted from the centralized data base of the Italian Association of Cancer Registries. The completeness of registration and the quality of the data of each CR and were tested and ascertained before their inclusion in the data base. MIAMOD-based estimated incidence rates, by cancer site, sex, age, year and region, are described elsewhere and are included in a data base available on the website www.tumori.net. Empirical and estimated incidence rates were both expressed as crude rates for the ages 0-84 years. The 0-99 year age interval was used only for prostate cancer.

We restricted our incidence trend analysis to the period 1985-2000 to maximize the inclusion of eligible CRs. Five Italian CRs had incidence data available during the entire period: Torino (the city), Parma, Romagna, Firenze and Ragusa CRs. In addition, we selected three other registries (Varese, Genoa [the city] and Veneto CRs) with missing data for at most two years at the start or at the end of the defined period. For the specific purposes of the analysis, incidence rates in the missing years were imputed by linear extrapolation. In synthesis, we obtained empirical incidence rates from eight registries, in seven Italian regions: Piemonte, Lombardia, Liguria, Veneto, Emilia Romagna (with two registries), Toscana and Sicilia.

A first average incidence trend indicator, named below as “pool” trend, was calculated by pooling together the crude age 0-84 incidence rates of the eight selected CRs, weighted by the corresponding person-years at risk in each registry. This indicator is the most intuitive one: it gives the lowest standard errors, but is scarcely sensitive to the incidence levels observed in CRs covering small populations, in particular in Ragusa CR, the only selected registry located in the South of Italy. Therefore, we calculated a second indicator, weighting age 0-84 crude incidence rates of each local CR by the corresponding regional population. This second trend indicator, named as “regional” trend, provides the incidence trend of the seven selected regions, assuming that each CR can be considered as representative of the corresponding region. The “pool” and “regional” trends give, in general, different estimates. The MIAMOD estimated trends for the seven selected regions were pooled together giving the “MIAMOD” indicator. This corresponds to the “regional” indicator and provides the estimated trend in the selected regions.

Results

Figure 1 shows a comparison of the MIAMOD trend estimates and both the pool and regional (observed) crude incidence trends for each site/sex combination. The regional rates were systematically lower than the pool rates. This is mainly due to the contribution of the low incidence of the Ragusa CR, which is weighted much more in the regional trend, by the Sicily region population, than in the Pool trend, by the small Ragusa province population. MIAMOD estimates were generally closer to the regional than to the pool observed trend. The pool and regional crude incidence rates presented the same general shape and parallel random fluctuations, since they were based on the same empirical incidence rates.

Decreasing trends were shown for stomach cancer, in both sexes. MIAMOD crude incidence trends were very close, particularly in the last years, to the regional trend. Conversely, increasing trends were observed for colorectal cancer for both sexes. All the three approaches had the same linear slopes, and the MIAMOD estimate lay in between the two empirical trends. Male lung cancer crude incidence has been decreasing since the mid 1990s, whereas it has been linearly increasing for women. MIAMOD lung cancer estimates match well with the regional estimates. The crude incidence of breast cancer steadily increased until the year 1998, when both empirical approaches showed a peak in the last three years of observation. MIAMOD estimates matched perfectly with the regional method until 1998 but did not capture the final abrupt peak. The crude incidence of prostate cancer was also increasing, with a particularly marked rate of increase after the year 1990. The MIAMOD trend estimates match very well with the regional trends.

All cancers combined was the only case showing lack of agreement between MIAMOD estimates and empirical pool and regional trends. Pool and regional approaches showed increasing trends for both sexes. MIAMOD estimated rates were lower, and they increased with a lower rate than pool and regional approaches. MIAMOD crude incidence trend no longer increased for men and remained steady during the last five years. The discrepancy between trends for all cancers combined tends to increase with calendar year, up to a 20% difference in recent years.

A synthetic comparison between MIAMOD estimated and pool observed rates with respect to regional observed rates is presented in Table 1, using the percentage
observed incidence data provided by Italian CRs. The means of the MIAMOD model, using the corresponding mates, obtained from mortality and survival rates by empirically shown by Figure 1.

Discussion

In this study, we validated the regional incidence estimates, obtained from mortality and survival rates by means of the MIAMOD model, using the corresponding observed incidence data provided by Italian CRs. The main advantage of the MIAMOD approach, with respect to other methods used for incidence estimation, is that it allows time-trend estimates, including forward projections of incidence, prevalence and mortality rates. The availability of short-term projections referring to the current and to the next calendar years is particularly useful for health care planning purposes. Reliability of projections is however very sensitive to the validity of the assumed incidence rate of change. This is the reason why we focused the analysis on the validation of estimated incidence trends rather than on single point estimates.

A subset of eight CRs located in seven Italian regions was selected and pooled together in order to obtain robust empirical estimates of incidence trends based on a sufficiently long-term series and on the largest possible data set. CRs are not randomly distributed in Italy from a geographical point of view. They tend to concentrate in northern areas and are characterized by high incidence and survival rates. Therefore, the selected registries cannot be considered as a national sample, and we restricted the comparisons to the seven involved regions. The pool trends, where CR incidence rates were weighted by the size of the covered population, lie above the regional trends, in which each registry is weighted by the corresponding regional population, for all the site-sex combinations analyzed. MIAMOD-estimated trends are much closer to and in many cases practically overlap the regional trends.

For breast cancer, MIAMOD estimates fit very well regional trends up to the year 1998, when steep increases (+6% in 1998 and +7% in 1999) were reported by CR but were not captured by model-based estimates. The jump of observed rates was mainly due to the data from Torino CR (+12% in 1998 and +17% in 1999) and Varese CR (+16% in 1998). Sudden increases like those reported in the present paper have been previously observed\(^1\) in other European countries, such as Sweden, Finland, and the UK, in correspondence with the start of breast cancer screening programs. We do not have sufficiently detailed data on screening activity to evaluate its impact on incidence trends in Italian regions, although we know\(^2\) that several screening projects began in those years in Piemonte and Lombardia. In any case, the MIAMOD model is hardly able to capture changes in incidence rates that are not immediately reflected in mortality rates and in improvements of short-term survival rates.

For all cancers combined, the MIAMOD trend substantially underestimated observed regional trends. The differences were small in the first years but subsequently increased up to 20% for men and 15% for women. An important difference between MIAMOD incidence rates and CR reported incidence rates is that the former did not include second and subsequent primaries of the same type as the index tumor. This difference is practically appreciable only in the analysis of all cancers combined. Exclusion of multiple tumors from observed incidence is not always possible for registries with a not very long period of activity, because patients diagnosed with a second or subsequent cancer may be registered as first primaries just because their previous cancers were diagnosed before the start of registry activity. Anyway, after removing known cases of second or subsequent cancers, observed incidence rates decreased up to 10% in men and 7% in women in the year 2000, thus substantially reducing the gap between estimated and observed trends.

Statistical models are designed to provide correct and not systematically biased incidence estimates. However, they provide a necessarily simplified description of the reality, and incidence point estimates ranging within ±10% of the true value are usually considered as a satisfactory level of accuracy. In this paper, comparisons between estimated and observed crude incidence trends show a much better level of agreement, both in absolute level and in time changes, for most of the considered cancer sites and for both sexes. This indicates that MIAMOD estimates provide on the average correct estimates of incidence trends in Italy, but not necessarily that the same reliability can be expected for each single region estimates. Many different factors, including validity of the assumed survival model, proportion of the regional population covered by cancer registration, differences in registration techniques, and also statistical uncertainty can affect the validity of local estimates. However, apart from the problem of multiple tumors which practically affect only the estimates for all cancers combined, no systematic bias of MIAMOD estimates is expected even at the regional level.

Table 1 - Differences of MIAMOD incidence estimates and Pool observed incidence with respect to regional weighted observed incidence. Average percent differences over the period 1985-2000

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cancer site</th>
<th>Men</th>
<th></th>
<th>Women</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MIAMOD (%)</td>
<td>Pool (%)</td>
<td>MIAMOD (%)</td>
<td>Pool (%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stomach</td>
<td>-2.6</td>
<td>+8.7</td>
<td>-1.6</td>
<td>+8.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colon &amp; Rectum</td>
<td>+6.4</td>
<td>+10.2</td>
<td>+2.7</td>
<td>+9.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lung</td>
<td>+1.5</td>
<td>+10.2</td>
<td>-3.6</td>
<td>+18.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Breast</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.4</td>
<td>+7.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prostate</td>
<td>-0.2</td>
<td>+8.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All cancers</td>
<td>-10.0</td>
<td>+10.3</td>
<td>-11.1</td>
<td>+9.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^{1}\) For cancer site Men Women

1985-2000

Prostate -0.2 +8.0
Breast -0.4 +7.0
Lung +1.5 +10.2
Stomach -2.6 +8.7
Colon & Rectum +6.4 +10.2
Breast +1.5 +10.2
Prostate -0.2 +8.0
All cancers -10.0 +10.3

average difference of incidence rates over the period 1985-2000 as an indicator. For all single cancer sites, MIAMOD estimates were close to regional estimated rates, with average percentage differences ranging from -3.6% (lung cancer, women) to +6.4% (colorectal cancer, men). Pool incidence estimated rates showed larger differences, all with positive values indicating systematic overestimation. For all cancers together, the average differences from regional rates were about -10% for MIAMOD estimates and about +10% for pool rates, as visually shown by Figure 1.
Figure 1 - Comparison between observed incidence in eight Italian cancer registries (Torino, Varese, Genova, Veneto, Parma, Romagna, Firenze, and Ragusa) weighted by the registry (Observed Pool) and the regional population estimated incidence (Observed Regional) and MIAMOD estimated incidence (Estimated MIAMOD) in the same regions for stomach, colon and rectum, lung, prostate, female breast cancers and all cancers combined. Crude rates per 100,000, age 0-84 years (all ages for prostate cancer).
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